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From best-selling arts and crafts writer Kitty Moore comes Crochet for Beginners: Learn to Crochet

Quickly & Easily Along with 15 Step-by-Step Patterns! This book will help you learn the basics of

crocheting along with the help of beginner patterns. Have you always wanted to learn how to

crochet? Or have you not found the right learning material? Or if the idea of receiving an easy guide

to crocheting appeals to you, then this book is for you! This book provides you with a step-by-step

guide to create your very own crochet items. Are you ready to experience crocheting on a whole

new level? Then check out this book now! Some things you will learn in this book include: Crochet

supplies and must knows Crochet basics How to make a slip knot How to crochet a chain stitch

Single stitch Double stitch Slip stitch Half double stitch Treble stitch Tunisian stitch Beginner crochet

pattern Symmetrical pot holder Dependable dishcloth Tunisian headband Cup mitten Baby beanie

Sweet dreams, little baby wrap Slouchy leg warmers Crocheted daisy Cuff bracelet Jeans belt
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This is the most complete introduction to crocheting that I've ever seen. It doesn't just teach you

how to do different stitches, it also explains the different types of hooks and yarns that can be used

and gives directions for making various small projects (potholders, baby beanie, jeans belt, etc.)

Some beginners may not be familiar with crochet terminology, but this book has you covered there

as well with a handy list of terms and meanings. The only problem I had was that the hook

conversion table won't load properly on my Kindle screen, but that might be a problem with my



device and not the book, since it loads just fine on my phone. The directions are easy to follow and

the pictures help a lot. Definitely worth five stars!

This is simply amazing! As a beginner, I found this book very instructional. I learned how to do many

types of patterns and stitches. The designs are amazing and beautiful. I can't believe being a

woman is a tough job in the world and while I am struggling doing my crochet, this thing is just their

hobby. I am proud of those people. Great book.

The author provide lots of information about crochet for beginners. The book is written in very easy

and simple language. The writer gives step-by-step details in his book. Very helpful book for

beginners. My favourite part of this book is How to make Jeans Belt. Very big thanks to Kitty Moore

For such a wonderful book for beginners.

This book is one of the best I read on this topic- you will like it. Everything explained very clear with

good pictures, that you can easily to follow the directions and see illustrations to it. Very good

content, i liked the patterns, will recommend both for beginners and experienced ones.

yes ..it's a 5 star from me as it delivers what it promises...full of information and a complete guide to

beginners .. i was a newbie to this crochet thing but now i can master any kinda patterns and

designs that also in less than a week..it gives the slightest detail of how to and what to...i have a

handicraft competition coming this week and i guess i will be participating in it and will also help my

frens make table cloth sweaters scarfs.. this book has proven to be a blessing for me.

Never crochet'd before, but since it was free I thought I'd give it a go. The book does a gret job of

breaking down what crochet is, and how newbs like me can get started. I don't know how far I'll take

it, but it feels good to learn a new skill and challenge myself.

Most helpful for a beginner so far. This book is very easy to understand with clear pictures to follow.

It is helping me keep the stitches clear in my mind as I try to make things.Thanks for being so

descriptive.

A detailed and illustrated guide to crochet that is great for people like me who've lost the knack.

When I was a kid I was shown some of these stitches and could make a few things. The other day a



friend invited me to join them on a project and I was LOST. Grab kindle, look for book, thank you

Kitty Moore! The illustrations were very helpful, the advices allowed me to keep things more

uniform. No, I wasn't crocheting with the best of them. But I did pretty good and it was very relaxing.

There are basic projects in this book for you to tackle after you get the basics down.
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